Avery Weigh-Tronix Floor Scales

MaxDec

Heavy Duty Floor Scale
Removable
access plates

½" thick, non-slip
textured top deck

Technical Specification

FM approved
junction box
Adjustable side
overload stop
Chain link suspension
w/ leveling bolts
Adjustable vertical
overload stop

DESCRIPTION
General
For many years, the MaxDec has been the preferred
choice by end-users looking for a high capacity scale
that thrives under a demanding, rigorous, high traffic
weighing environment. The MaxDec is constructed on
a virtually indestructible platform which utilizes a
unique self-leveling chain link design, providing
superior rigidity under some of the most challenging
weighing situations.

Design
Unique chain link design – The MaxDec’s unique chain
link suspension system allows operators to place deck
load on the Weigh Bar® while minimizing extraneous
side and end loads. This results in improved accuracy
and scale performance. The chain links also absorb
shock loads rather than transfer them to the Weigh Bar.

Weigh Bar
weight sensor

4 ½" thick top
deck structure

Designed for strength – The MaxDec is designed with
high strength steel deck plates providing excellent
durability. The top deck’s thickness is 4 ½" with ribs of
4" centers. The deck plates are welded to internal steel
channels which lend superior support to the scale.
Built to last – With a welded high strength design, the
MaxDec is capable in environments that require
around the clock operation. This reduces the amount
of downtime, lowers maintenance charges and extends
the life of the scale.
Engineered to handle any situation – Designed to
operate in environments that require intensive use, the
MaxDec is built to withstand the rigorous demands in
many industries including food, chemical processing,
material handling, steel mills, warehousing, logistics,
and waste and recycling.
Side impact protection – The MaxDec includes side
and end stop plates which were designed to overcome
hard impacts that might damage the Weigh Bar.

